Elliptical anisotropy is found to adequately fit phase slowness estimates derived from walkaway VSPs over many geographical locations. Although the ellipse appears to be the minimum geometric figure that can fit the observations, it should not be considered as the actual solution. Given the RMS deviations of the elliptical fit, an uncertainty envelope is constructed within which the final solution must lie. The area of this envelope reflects the degree of validity in the claim for elliptical anisotropy.
Introduction
The local slowness method first introduced by White et al. (1983) and then later developed by Miller and Spencer (1994) , currently provides the most robust way of determining seismic anisotropy of the reservoir from marine walkaway VSP. The technique is based on fitting estimates of the horizontal and vertical slowness in the slowness domain. The procedure can also be adapted to accommodate azimuthal anisotropy by utilizing the several walkaway lines (Horne et al. 1998 , MacBeth 1998 , 1999 . This current work draws together results from application of the technique to four different datasets in the North Sea. The common conclusion from the anisotropic analyses of the qPwaves is somewhat surprising. In each case it appears that an ellipse in the slowness domain provides a sufficiently good fit so as to preclude the necessity of introducing anellipticity. Such conclusions are somewhat disturbing, as historically elliptical anisotropy was introduced as the first simple step from isotropy (for example, Banik 1984 and Verwest 1989) . Indeed, elliptical anisotropy is now widely believed to be a naive oversimplification of reality. The foundation for this generalization has come from observations both in the laboratory and in the field over the past fifteen years and is unlikely to be incorrect except in very specific cases. As a consequence, our observations naturally prompt the question: do the results imply that the medium is truly elliptical, or are anelliptical solutions equally viable but impossible to fit? This question and its implications are considered below, where we quantify the interplay between the measurement uncertainties, angular aperture and the derived anisotropy parameters.
What is elliptical anisotropy?
Elliptical anisotropy is a very specific form of anisotropic behaviour. This condition has been much discussed, details of which may be found in Helbig (1994) . For a general TI medium, the condition for ellipticity may be judged by 1 61 6 1 6 1 61 6 (2) for which both parameters are zero. This condition is also exactly equivalent to Thomsen's equality ε δ = (Thomsen 1986), even for arbitrary anisotropy. For this, the qP slowness sheet is elliptical, the qSV sheet is circular but the SH sheet can remain elliptical. It implies that all wavetypes will exhibit hyperbolic moveout.
Test of ellipticity in field data
It is firstly important to test what is meant by a sufficiently good fit. Figure 1 shows the observations and fitted ellipses for a selection from our case studies, and the ellipse details. The fits are satisfactory at a qualitative level, and in addition the deviations are insignificant statistically at a 99 percent confidence level.
To judge the degree of anellipticity, the data is transformed to the squared slowness domain (Figure 2 ). Here a perfect elliptical slowness would give a straight line, whilst the curves bend down for negative anellipticity and up for the positive case. There is a slight undulation around the mean in the data, but since this would imply a turning point in the slowness domain it is not an effect supported by any material property. Figure 3 displays the predicted variation of the squared slowness values with changes in ellipticity. It also shows the influence of symmetry axis rotation on the curve. Neither the bending due to anellipticity nor the separation of positive and negative leg are supported by the data. Finally Table 2 shows some further statistics of the data. The linear correlation of the squared horizontal and Table 1 : Details of the ellipse parameters shown in Figure 1 .
vertical slowness components possesses a high absolute value of over 0.92.
Acceptable deviation from ellipticity
Another approach to judge the goodness of fit is afforded by determining the best fit ellipse to a sequence of slowness curves generated by the parameter pairs ε and δ . The corresponding RMS residual is evaluated for each pair and a range of angular apertures, and then contoured in Figure 4 .
The plot reveals an egg shaped zone giving a relationship between ε and δ for which there is little error. The width of the zone increases with decreasing angular aperture, for which the gradient becomes more independent of ε . This latter drop in resolution is expected as the slowness curve can no longer provide an adequate match in the horizontal direction. What is surprising is the large degree of anellipticity which may be supported in this region. Figure 5 gives the slowness curves drawn for the shaded zone in Figure   4b , and illustrates this point. In fact this relationship may be defined analytically by considering the optimum point of the objective function D which fits to an ellipse defined by the major, a, and minor, b, axes Table 2 : Statistics of the data examples in Figure 2 : The number of observations N, the minimum and maximum incidence angles, the RMS deviation of the data from its fitted ellipse and the linear correlation coefficient of the squared slowness components after rotation. For the numerical study these directions are marked by the straight lines in Figure 4 , and the length of the lines is specified by the limit in RMS residual. The directions can be used to provide the uncertainty bounds on the anisotropy parameters ε , δ representing deviations from the ellipse
Table 3 summarizes these bounds for our selection of case studies. As for the previous example shown in Figure 4b we use here the limit of 2% in the RMS deviation of the data from an ellipse and an aperture of 60 o . The bounds predict a higher uncertainty in δ than in ε , as in the numerical calculation. In fact the results show the trend that ε is resolved better by a factor of 1.35, which corresponds to an orientation of 37 o in the RMS residual zone.
Conclusions
The degree of uncertainty when estimating anisotropy parameter from VSP data is quite large, even for 2% RMS residual. The shear-wave velocity does not appear to be a major influence on the uncertainty. The angular aperture is the largest controlling factor, along with the degree of acceptable deviation from elliptical anisotropy. Due to the large uncertainties, inversion schemes based on a search over the anelliptic slowness function will encounter difficulties -an experience we have had in the past (Ohlsen et al. 1998 ). Therefore we suggest that for our data it is more appropriate to fit an ellipse as a simple stable geometrical figure, and then to determine the range of possible anelliptic models. This then helps to provide a further constraint on the anisotropic parameters from velocity and amplitude analysis.
